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New Rule: Never owe a vampire a favor...Nearly a year after defeating her evil ex, sorceress Jade

Crow has found some peace running her comic book store and gaming with her friends. Until the

vampire who helped her win against Samir comes knocking and wants the favor repaid.Ã‚Â The

Archivist&apos;s request looks simple on its surface. Go into an empty house and check for magic

items.Ã‚Â There&apos;s just a tiny problem: simple is not Jade&apos;s forte. There are lies around

every turn and soon she&apos;s neck deep in undead.Ã‚Â Not all quests are what they seem and

laid to rest doesn&apos;t mean the dead stay buried...Ã‚Â Dungeon Crawl is the eighth book in The

Twenty-Sided Sorceress urban fantasy series.
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I love to read Annie Bellet's, Jade Crow novels. Partly because as a sixty-something year old man, I

like the fact that Jade Crow is a mature woman. She is about 50, but looks like she's in her twenties,



and her partner Alek is about the same age. She is a sorceress and she's slowly and Alek is a

were-tiger and is in very good shape. She has a lot of friends, human and supernatural but looks out

for all of them as if they were her family, and they are. Themes of teamwork and trust in each other

are all through the series, but more so in this book. Which has two crises going on at the same time.

There are no real surprises in the book, just continued character development and growth.

The Twenty-Sided Sorceress' story continues to unfold in this latest tale. The tone of this book is

different from the earlier releases, a tribute to the dynamism that author Bellet has woven into her

characters. Jade's experiences have changed her as is evident here. As she faces vampires,

ghouls and necromancers, she is less impulsive, more willing to accept help from her friends rather

than work alone. Her relationship with Alek has also deepened and it is a thing of beauty. Bellet

conveys in subtle ways how rich and powerful it is, and it is so moving to see and feel it as you read.

It's a great story.

It's a genuine pleasure to have another TWENTY-SIDED SORCERESS book in hand. This one,

DRAGON CRAWL, is pretty routine, but that doesn't stop it from being an enjoyable read. The title

is both a literal description of the book's centerpiece and a gaming reference -- Dungeons and

Dragons and lots of older computer games were "dungeon crawls," where players fought monsters

and sought treasure. The dungeon in question belongs to a necromancer who appears to be

holding something that the powerful Archivist wants. Jade owes the archivist a favor, hence Scooby

Team hits the dungeon. What they find is, of course, not what they expected, and the outcome is

painful for both Jade and the Archivist, likely setting up the action for Book 9.

Good book, nice transition from the big overarching plot finish in the last book. I'm glad the

characters had some R&R between books. Even though we want to read about the adventures I'm

emotionally invested in the characters and I want them to have a life. It's hard to read when an

author continues to beat down the characters. This was a nice recovery story, plenty of adventure

but not so much we worried about their survival. Great job, I look forward to the next book.

Sorceress Jade Crow is back in a new plot arc after having (mostly) disposedof her evil ex at the

end of the first 7 book arc. This time, she getsinvolved with vampire politics and necromancy. These

books are always fairlyshort and move along briskly, but this one seemed overly short and brisk.I

also thought the motivation for not carrying weapons at a crucial juncturewas very weak to



nonexistent, especially as the characters all make referencesto horror movie conventions. This one

is pretty stand alone. There arehanging threads, but if we're moving towards another arc, we're not

quite thereyet.

With Samir defeated, one would think life in Wylie, ID would go back to normal. But when Nazis

show up to attempt to murder Alek, Jade springs into action. Noah, the Archivist, calls in his favor to

Jade. Go to a house, he says. Retrieve the antiquities and any jars or beakers, he says. Of course,

with vampires, nothing is ever that simply. What follows is battles with otherworldly creatures and

eventually, a necromancer. It's a romp on the dark side, well written, and evenly paced. I totally

enjoy this series. Annie Bellet is a gifted writer, and her enjoyment of the characters she creates is

infectious.

I could not resist, I had to buy it right away! I loved every book in this series and was thrilled to read

the newest release. I read it in less than 2 nights, and if I didn't have to go to work it would have

been just one night! I love to read stories with strong, brave women in them. Her main character is

funny but also very loyal to her friends. Lots of excitement and fun to read!

We are back in the world of the Sorceress - the shop and town have been rebuilt and things are

slowly coming back to a new normal. The collage has students again looking for comic books &

Magic cards and Jade is both dealing with her PTSD and learning to happy in her world and yet her

world is missing some critical pieces. Then Harper comes home and things feel like "home" again.

Then the Archivist comes back and wants to call in the favor Jade owes him. A "simple" job of taking

inventory at a house. Jade suspects something is up but agrees to do it.Never trust a Vampire.
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